The Sea Anchor relies very heavily on the stretch of the long **NYLON** rode for yielding to the seas (and not standing up against them). Even in moderate conditions, pay out at least 300' of rode or 10 to 15X the boat’s overall length in heavy weather situations.

**MULTIHULL BRIDLES**: Cut the bridle extra long for easy adjustment, etc. Proceed as follows: Multiply the beam of the boat by 7 (seven) and cut rope to the length. Now halve this rope, put a thimble at the midway point and whip or lash it in place securely. Adjust bridle for best ride. Bridles may also be used on Monohulls for adjusting the angle on the bow for a more comfortable ride.

**PAY OUT LOTS OF RODE**

Snatch-block arrangement

Bridle arms should be 2-3 times the **beam** of the boat.

The tether should be at least 10 time the **length** of the boat. Including length of bridle.